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Comments of Financial Regulation and Consumer Protection Scholars  
on Docket No. CFPB-2018-0013 
 
July 1, 2018 
 
 
Comment Intake 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
1700 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20552 
 
Dear Sir or Madam:   
 
Please see the submission below in response to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s 
Request for Information (“RFI”) Bureau Guidance and Implementation Support (Docket No. 
CFPB-2018-0013).    
We are scholars specializing in financial regulation and consumer financial protection.  Each 
signatory’s affiliation is indicated below his/her signature to provide institutional affiliation, but this 
comment does not represent the views of the various institutions. 
 
Primary Drafter: 
Adam Levitin, Agnes N. Williams Research Professor and Professor of Law, Georgetown University 
Law Center 
 
Drafting Committee: 
Prentiss Cox, Associate Professor of Law, University of Minnesota School of Law 
Kathleen Engel, Research Professor of Law, Suffolk University School of Law 
Judith Fox, Clinical Professor of Law, University of Notre Dame Law School 
Dalié Jiménez, Professor of Law, University of California, Irvine School of Law 
Patricia A. McCoy, Professor of Law, Boston College Law School  
Cathy Lesser Mansfield, Professor of Law, Drake University Law School 
Christopher Peterson, John J. Flynn Endowed Professor of Law, University of Utah College of Law 
 
Additional Signatories: 
William Black, Associate Professor of Economics and Law, University of Missouri-Kansas City 
Susan Block-Lieb, Cooper Family Chair in Urban Legal Issues, Fordham University, School of Law  
Andrea Boyack, Professor, Washburn University School of Law 
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Mark Budnitz, Professor of Law Emeritus, Georgia State University College of Law 
Stephen Calkins, Professor, Wayne State University Law School 
Susan L. DeJarnatt, Professor of Law, Temple University Beasley School of Law 
Rashmi Dyal-Chand, Professor of Law, Northeastern University 
Kurt Eggert, Professor of Law, Chapman University Fowler School of Law 
Kate Elengold, Clinical Associate Professor of Law, University of North Carolina School of Law 
Anne Fleming, Associate Professor Law, Georgetown University Law Center 
Pamela Foohey, Associate Professor, Indiana University Maurer School of Law 
Anna Gelpern, Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center 
Jeffrey Gentes, Visiting Clinical Lecturer and Supervising Attorney, Yale Law School 
Robert Hockett, Edward Cornell Professor of Law, Cornell Law School 
Melissa Jacoby, Law Professor, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Dennis Keating, Emeritus Professor, Cleveland State University 
Angela Littwin, Professor, University of Texas School of Law 
Kent Markus, General Counsel, Cordray for Ohio 
James Nehf, Professor of Law and Cleon H. Foust Fellow, Indiana University McKinney School of 
Law 
Christopher Odinet, Horatio C. Thompson Assistant Professor of Law, Southern University Law 
Center  
Gary Pieples, Teaching Professor, Director Securities Arbitration and Consumer Clinic, Syracuse 
University 
David Reiss, Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School 
Jacob Hale Russell, Assistant Professor of Law, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey 
Norman I. Silber, Professor of Law/Senior Research Scholar, Hofstra Law School/Yale Law School 
Jeff Sovern, Professor of Law, St. John's University School of Law 
Winnie Taylor, Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School 
Karen Tokarz, Professor of Law, Washington University in St. Louis 
Lauren Willis, Professor of Law, Loyola Law School, Los Angeles 
Arthur Wilmarth, Professor of Law, George Washington University Law School 
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Comments of Financial Regulation and Consumer Protection Scholars  
on Docket No. CFPB-2018-0013 
 
We are pleased to provide a response to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s 
Request for Information (“RFI”) Bureau Guidance and Implementation Support.  Regulatory 
guidance comes in many forms.  Our comments distinguish between what we term “Formal 
Guidance”—that is Official Interpretations, standalone Interpretive Rules, and Advisory Opinions 
issued through the Administrative Procedures Act’s notice and comment process, and all other 
forms of guidance, which we term “Informal Guidance.”   
As a general matter, we believe that the CFPB is best served by preserving flexibility in its 
guidance process because the optimal form of guidance depends on the circumstances at hand.  
Guidance serves many different purposes ranging from clarifying rules to announcing policy 
positions to assisting regulated entities with the technical operations involved in data submissions.  
A one-size-fits-all approach is simply inappropriate given the range of purposes and forms of 
guidance necessary for the Bureau to effectively administer federal consumer financial law.   
That said, we believe that certain aspects of the CFPB’s guidance process would benefit 
from greater standardization and formality.  In particular, we believe that the Bureau should provide 
guidance only in written form and in response to written requests and that all guidance provided—
including requests for guidance—should be publicly available and readily searchable on the web 
without redaction.  This is important for increasing the transparency and fairness of the guidance 
process so that no firms have special “insider” knowledge and so that the Bureau’s policy positions 
as expressed in guidance may come under appropriate scrutiny of all stakeholders.   
We also believe that regulated firms should solely be entitled to rely upon Formal Guidance 
and not on Informal Guidance.  Such a position is not only consistent with statutory provisions that 
create safe harbors from civil liability for good faith reliance on such Formal Guidance—and by 
implication not for Informal Guidance1—but also reflects the reality that the CFPB is not the sole 
agency with enforcement authority under the federal consumer financial laws.   The CFPB shares 
jurisdiction in most instances with state attorneys general, and for smaller depositories and credit 
unions, enforcement authority lies with the prudential regulators, while the FTC has enforcement 
authority over certain enumerated consumer laws.  This means that CFPB guidance cannot bind 
other regulators, except in some circumstances when the CFPB issues an Official Interpretation or 
an Interpretive Rule under the Administrative Procedure Act.  Recognition of the limitation on 
CFPB guidance binding other regulatory agencies points to the unreasonableness of any regulated 
entity relying on such less formal guidance, including against subsequent CFPB action.    
Distinguishing between Formal and Informal Guidance creates a clear bright line that will 
avoid any confusion and prevents the Bureau from finding itself bound when it has not fully 
considered an issue or meant to bind itself, and encourages the Bureau to issue Informal Guidance 
more freely because it will not be irrevocably bound.  Nonetheless, we would expect that in most 
instances the Bureau could be reasonably expected to conform enforcement policy to prior guidance 
and to take the existence of contrary guidance into account in deciding whether to initiate 
enforcement and as a mitigating factor in any enforcement decision.     
                                                
1 See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 1640(f).  
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We also believe that the CFPB should make clear that the Bureau will not rely upon 
Informal Guidance in enforcement actions, but that it expects that regulated entities, accordingly, 
not rely on it either.  What is good for the goose is good for the gander.  Informal Guidance is 
meant to facilitate a more casual line of communication between the Bureau and regulated entities 
and should not be conflated with formal positions of the Bureau.   
Lastly, before turning to the Bureau’s specific inquiries in the Request for Information, we 
wish to emphasize the need to consider the cumulative effect of guidance, particularly when 
guidance is issued based on previous guidance.  We believe that guidance should always be based on 
the Bureau’s interpretation of the applicable statutes and regulations themselves, not on the Bureau’s 
prior guidance.  When guidance relies on previous guidance, the effect over several bootstrap 
iterations can be policy positions that are substantially divorced from the strictures enacted by 
Congress.2  
We now turn to the Bureau’s six areas of specific inquiry.   
 
I.  Regulatory Inquiries Function 
1.  All  Communicat ions Regarding Guidance Should Be in Writ ing .    
We strongly believe that all communications regarding guidance—both inquiries and 
responses—should be in writing and made publicly available without redaction.  The Bureau should 
refuse to accept or respond to oral requests for guidance, and should never provide oral guidance. 
Similarly, the CFPB should decline any requests for private advice from regulated entities or 
consumers.  
Having communications about guidance in writing has several benefits.  First, it enhances 
the clarity of communications that ensures that the CFPB is responding to the actual request 
presented and that the regulated entity clearly understands the CFPB’s position.   
Second, writings ensure that the CFPB is precise in terms of what it commits itself to.  
Moreover, a writing enables adequate internal controls at the Bureau about the guidance, because 
writings can be reviewed and commented upon up the CFPB’s chain of command.   
Third, having all guidance communications in writing adds to the transparency of the 
guidance process.  We believe that all communications regarding guidance should be public—and 
available in a readily searchable web database.  This ensures that there is no “private” law that exists 
only between the CFPB and an individual entity and is in keeping with the CFPB’s objective of 
making sure that “Federal consumer financial law is enforced consistently … in order to promote 
fair competition.”3  If information about the Bureau’s policy positions is known only to individual 
firms, those firms have an unfair advantage over their competitors in terms of adapting to 
regulations.   
Finally, to the extent that guidance is invoked in litigation—public or private—a written 
record of communications eliminates evidentiary uncertainty.   
                                                
2 See e.g., Saule Omarova, The Quiet Metamorphosis:  How Derivatives Changes the “Business of Banking,” 63 MIAMI L. REV. 
1041 (2009) (detailing policy changes regarding bank derivative activities through bootstrapping opinion letters of the 
Office of Comptroller of the Currency); Saule Omarova, From Gramm-Leach-Bliley to Dodd-Frank:  The Unfulfilled Promise of 
Section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act, 89 N.C. L. REV. 1683 (2011) (detailing policy changes regarding bank affiliate 
transactions through bootstrapping opinion letters of Federal Reserve Board).   
3 12 U.S.C. § 5511(b)(4).  
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2.  The Bureau Should Not Commit Itse l f  to  Any Timel ine in Regard to Responses to 
Regulatory Inquir ies  or  Even to Responding to Any Part i cular Inquiry .    
As far as the timing of responses, we do not believe that any particular timeline can be 
specified in advance.  The appropriate timing depends on the nature of the inquiry.  Some matters 
might be readily addressed in minutes; others might require extended consultation internally, and yet 
others might ultimately not be appropriate for a response.  There are many situations where the 
Bureau may wish to see how markets develop or to have further information before providing 
guidance of any sort.  How fast the Bureau might respond to an inquiry is not always going to be 
initially discernible—an issue might initially seem amenable to resolution, but upon further 
examination might not be readily resolvable.  It is simply not possible for the Bureau to know in 
advance how fast it can respond to an inquiry or if a response is even appropriate.  
We are not concerned about lack of timelines for responses because there is no right for any 
regulated entity (or consumer) to receive a response to a request for guidance. As we noted above, 
delayed guidance is not a matter of life or death.   
If the Bureau were to commit itself to a timeline for responses, the result would be 
potentially hasty and ill-considered responses that might result in a subsequent reversal of position 
by the Bureau.  Such reversals could be costly to covered persons and service providers.  Moreover, 
depending on the volume of inquiries, the Bureau might have to commit substantial internal 
resources to addressing regulatory inquiries in order to comply with timelines.   
In any event, CFPB guidance does not substitute for the advice of private counsel, 
particularly because the CFPB is not the sole agency tasked with enforcement of federal consumer 
financial law.  The Bureau may help clarify issues with guidance, but it is not compliance counsel for 
regulated entities.  The CFPB is in the regulation business, not the customer service business for 
regulated entities.  
3.  All  Responses to Regulatory Inquir ies  Should Be Made Publ i c ly  Avai lable 
 The Bureau should make all responses to regulatory inquiries publicly available and readily 
searchable on-line by text, topic, and date.  This is consistent with what the OMB considers good 
guidance practices.4  
We also suggest that Bureau responses should not be issued to individual firms prior to 
being made publicly available.  Instead, in keeping with the spirit of the SEC’s Regulation FD (Fair 
Disclosure), public disclosure should be simultaneous with notification of the firm requesting the 
guidance.   
4.  All  Regulatory Inquir ies  Should be Made Publ i c ly  Avai lable  Without Redact ion 
 The regulatory inquiries themselves should also be made publicly available without redaction.  
Firms seeking CFPB guidance are masters of their own request—if they are concerned about 
protecting trade secrets, etc., they may have to temper their requests for guidance accordingly; a firm 
cannot both voluntarily reveal secrets to the government as part of a request for the government to 
expend time and resources providing guidance and simultaneously seek to keep that information 
private.  Indeed, any guidance issued by the Bureau has to be interpreted in light of the request for 
guidance and the factual representations made therein.  To the extent that the Bureau does not 
comment on a particular issue or makes a particular assumption, that may be informative to market 
participants.  Without seeing the original request for guidance, however, market participants are 
                                                
4 OMB, Final Bulletin for Agency Good Guidance Practices, 72 Fed. Reg. 3432, 3440 (Jan. 25, 2007).  
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deprived of this information, which gives an unfair advantage to the firm making the request for 
guidance.   Likewise, there should not be any redactions to inquiries, as even information such as the 
name of the inquiring firm is potentially important market information.   
We recognize that making inquiries themselves public might have a chilling effect on some 
requests for guidance, but the nature of the guidance process is that it should be fully transparent in 
order to maintain a level playing field among competitors and to ensure adequate oversight of the 
Bureau.  Publicness is the price of guidance.   
 
II.  Regulatory Implementation and Compliance Aids 
We are supportive of the Bureau’s efforts to reduce regulatory compliance burdens on 
smaller institutions, and we believe that the Bureau’s statutorily required Small Entity Compliance 
Guides are an important part of that process.  The Bureau speaks to many audiences, and the 
simplified materials prepared for small entities are also often useful for other constituencies, such as 
consumers, consumer attorneys, consumer advocates, consumer counselors (such as housing 
counselors), and law students.  We believe that with appropriate standardized disclaimers, the 
Bureau should continue producing regulatory implementation guides, as well as rule summaries and 
quick reference materials.  
 
III.  Official Interpretations and Standalone Interpretive Rules 
 As far as we understand, there is no formal legal distinction between an “Official 
Interpretation” and a “standalone interpretive rule.”  Statutory provisions creating safe harbors from 
liability for good faith compliance with an interpretation do not distinguish between these categories 
of interpretations.5 
 Our understanding is that the main distinction between Official Interpretations and 
standalone interpretive rules is codification, which is an administrative, rather than legal issue. 
Official Interpretations are codified and therefore easy to search, including on the Bureau’s own 
website.  For example, if one looks up a particular TILA or EFTA provision on the Bureau’s 
website, there is an immediate and handy link below the provision to the Official Interpretation.  
The same is true for commercial websites like Lexis and Westlaw.   
Standalone interpretive rules, in contrast, are not codified and are therefore often not 
connected with TILA or EFTA provisions on governmental or commercial websites.  This means 
that to find such a standalone interpretive rule, one has to know of the standalone interpretive rule’s 
existence or do a special search to see if such a rule exists.   
Accordingly, we believe that all CFPB interpretations of regulations should be codified as 
Official Interpretations.  This does not mean that the interpretations must be issued as such, but that 
if not they should periodically (at least annually, and perhaps quarterly) be converted into Official 
Interpretations so they may be readily searched by the public and regulated entities.  Given that we 
are unaware of any legal distinction regarding the categories of interpretation, we believe that the 
Bureau could undertake such conversions as a ministerial matter without notice or comment.   
                                                
5 E.g., 15 U.S.C. § 1640(f).  
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In situations where there is no implementing regulation, such as with the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act, an Official Interpretation is obviously not possible, and standalone 
interpretive rules will have to suffice.  
 
IV.  SEFL Guidance Materials 
 We believe that the CFPB should continue to issue Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair 
Lending (SEFL) guidance materials.  These materials serve a valuable purpose of communicating the 
Bureau’s priorities for supervision and enforcement to both regulated entities and the public.  This 
helps in creating greater predictability for regulated entities.  We do not have opinions regarding the 
timing, frequency, or scope or form of SEFL guidance materials; we believe that the appropriate 
format and timing of SEFL guidance is entirely case specific and cannot be set in advance.   
We do not believe that the Bureau should be issuing general statements about its 
enforcement priorities, however.  The Bureau has limited resources and to the extent that it indicates 
a prioritization of one area, it also signals that it will not be concentrating its enforcement resources 
in other areas, which may give a green light to regulated firms to “push the envelope” in those areas.   
Likewise, enforcement actions are generally the product of lengthy non-public investigations.  
To the extent that the Bureau indicates enforcement priorities for a coming year or quarter, it is 
effectively signaling the areas in which the Bureau may have non-public investigatory activity, which 
may be unfair to regulated entities and cause undue market concern about all firms active in an area 
without regard to individual firms’ actual practices, effectively stigmatizing particular areas of 
consumer finance.   
Lastly, it is important that the Bureau manage expectations.  If the Bureau signals 
enforcement priorities for a particular area, there will be an expectation of enforcement actions.  But 
such actions may turn out not to be appropriate.  The effect will be the Bureau crying wolf, which 
will cost it credibility.   
 
V.  Recommendations for New Forms of Written Guidance 
1.  FAQs Should Not Be Used to Issue Interpret ive  Rules  
 FAQs are a useful tool for the Bureau to communicate with a wide range of constituencies.  
They can be useful both for providing general explanation of the application regulations in particular 
situations (e.g., bankruptcy issues in mortgage servicing) or for administrative information, as a 
supplement to instructional guides, such as “How can I sign up for a user account to access the 
HMDA platform?” or “How do I know if my data has been processed and received by the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau?”6   
FAQs, however, are not an appropriate medium for issuing interpretive rules.  FAQs are 
necessarily a more informal format for which technical language is not appropriate, yet such 
technical language may be necessary for an interpretive rule.  Moreover, the phrasing of the question 
is itself a necessary limitation on any interpretation provided in response.  Traditional forms of 
interpretive rules are less likely to cause confusion as to what the rule actually is.   
 
                                                
6 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/data-research/hmda/faq.   
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2.  The Bureau Should Not Adopt an Advisory Opinion Program 
 We oppose the Bureau adopting an advisory opinion program.  We believe that such a 
program would be duplicative and that the Bureau can communicate its policy positions and 
interpretations better through other means.  The Bureau already operates a No Action Letter 
program and has a Trial Disclosure Waiver Policy.  Both allow for individual exemptions from 
supervisory or enforcement actions.  These programs, combined with Supervision, Enforcement, 
and Fair Lending (SEFL) guidance materials such as compliance bulletins, policy statements, and 
statements on supervisory practices are more than adequate to address questions of CFPB 
supervision and enforcement policy.  General legal interpretations are best addressed through formal 
interpretive rules that go through the notice-and-comment process.  Accordingly, we do not see a 
space or a need for an advisory opinion program that would opine on the application of existing 
statutes and regulations in generic terms.  Expanding the types of guidance issued by the Bureau will 
only create confusion as to the significance of different types of guidance without providing the 
public or regulated entities with meaningful additional assistance in understanding legal obligations.  
 If the Bureau were to embark on an advisory opinion program, however, we would urge the 
Bureau to put any advisory opinions it issues through the a notice-and-comment process.  This will 
ensure that the Bureau is able to receive input from all stakeholders when articulating policy 
positions and will be fully informed of the consequences of its policy choices.  We recognize that a 
notice-and-comment process imposes delay on the issuance of advisory opinions, but we are of the 
belief that time is rarely of the essence in the case of guidance, and that in those rare occasions when 
it might be, the Bureau will find a way to clarify policy as necessary.   
 3.  Interpret ive  Rules  o f  All  Sorts ,  inc luding Advisory Opinions Should be Limited to 
Interpretat ions o f  the Enumerated Consumer Laws and Not UDAAP Liabi l i ty  
 We believe there should be a very limited role for interpretive rules, including advisory 
opinions. Interpretive rules should be restricted to interpretations of the enumerated consumer laws, 
and good faith compliance with an advisory opinion regarding an enumerated consumer law should 
not be a per se defense against UDAAP liability, although it should be a factor for the Bureau to 
consider in the enforcement process.  UDAAP violations are inherently fact- and circumstance-
specific, and the limited information the Bureau has when issuing an interpretive rule is not 
sufficient for making a UDAAP determination.  All guidance materials should contain language 
clearly noting this limitation and preserving the Bureau’s ability to bring a UDAAP action if the facts 
and circumstances indicate it to be appropriate.   
 
VI.  Disclaimers 
 For all forms of guidance other than Official Interpretations and Standalone Interpretive 
Rules the CFPB should have standardized generic disclaimer language.  Standardized and generic 
language will avoid any confusion about what exactly is meant by variations in disclaimer language 
and will indicate a bright line between what we have termed Formal Guidance and Informal 
Guidance.   
The disclaimers should clearly state that the guidance does not bind the Bureau in 
enforcement matters and should not be relied upon as precedent but is merely being provided as a 
courtesy to facilitate regulated entities and the public’s notice of the line between permissible and 
impermissible conduct.  Such disclaimers should also specifically note that any Bureau guidance 
regarding an enumerated consumer law and the regulations thereunder does not address potential 
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UDAAP issues.  As we disfavor any oral guidance, we would anticipate standardized disclaimer 
language always being in print.  A possible model for the Bureau in this regard is the language 
adopted by the Internal Revenue Service in response to a GAO recommendation that it should 
communicate more clearly the limitations of informal guidance, particularly whether the item can be 
used or cited as precedent.7  The Bureau should also consider adopting a rule about the effect of its 
disclaimer language as a means of standardizing the legal effect of such disclaimers.   
                                                
7 GAO Report, Regulatory Guidance Processes:  Treasury and OMB Need to Reevaluate Long-standing Exemptions of Tax 
Regulations and Guidance, GAO-16-720, Sept. 6, 2016.   
